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Abstract：Painting-like artistic effects can be achieved from photographic images by filters that smooth out texture details，
while preserving or enhancing edges and corners.A novel image filter is proposed in this paper to generate painting-like ef-
fects.By adaptively changing its bandwidth and shape to image features，this filter can simulate the size of brush and paint-
ing skills.A large variety of experimental results show that the output of the proposed operator is visually similar to a paint-
ing.The proposed operator is robust to degradations of the input image such as blurring and noise contamination.
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其中σu = σc /λ；σv = λσc。σc代表圆形核权重分布函数半峰宽，圆
形核函数形状如核函数的形状如图 3（a），而自适应的核函数
数形状如图 3（b）所示。椭圆的长轴σu与短轴σv之比为拉伸参







































































































































A = Tr(T̄ )= α + β （11）
B =Det(T̄ )= αβ （12）
S =








γ = 2/[2* exp(( B - b)/a)+ 1] （14）
这是一个单边高斯函数，由 a，b 控制函数的形状，实验中






















http：//www.cs.rug.nl/~imaging/artisticsmoothing，彩 色 图 像 按
RGB三通道分别进行滤波。图 6是自然图像处理的实验。式
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图9（a） 本算法 图9（b） Harris算子的算法
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